
Animated Infographics for Scientific Education and Public Outreach
Planetary Science Multimedia

Visual and graphic representation of scientific knowledge is one of the most effective ways to present 

complex scientific information in a clear and fast way. Furthermore, the use of animated infographics, 

video and computerized graphics becomes a vital tool for education in Planetary Science. Using 

infographics resources arouse the interest of new generations of scientists, engineers and general 

public, and if it visually represents the concepts and data with high scientific rigor, outreach of 

infographics resources multiplies exponentially and Planetary Science will be broadcast with a precise 

conceptualization and interest generated and it will benefit immensely the ability to stimulate the 

formation of new scientists, engineers and researchers. This multimedia work mixes animated 

infographics, 3D computer graphics and video with vfx, with the goal of making an introduction to the 

Planetary Science and its basic concepts. The work It is directed primarily to undergraduate students in 

sciences and engineering and the general public with interest in actual scientific knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Many educational and editorial work have been done in Colombia with the aim of disseminating 

specific scientific topics. Most have been distributed in print and others have been disseminated 

through blogs and pages inside social networks. Most of this material is intended for the general public 

and doesn’t delve into concepts, so that the topics end up being treated shallowly. The methodology 

used in this paper is based in make the most of  graphic design, 3D graphics rendering and video editing 

techniques for production of very high quality scientific education material with conceptual depth

All material produced as computer graphics, dynamic data tables, animation, computer graphics, video, 

audio, maps and text are displayed through a software application created in Adobe Flash Professional, 

which invokes each different type orderly of material in the way the user wishes. The application is an 

executable file that reads the files in subfolders organized below the executable's position. This allows 

files can read with a relative path on any data storage platform. The media originally is programmed to 

be recorded on a DVD-ROM, but it can be charged from a USB stick, a portable disk or over a local area 

network. The code used in the production of the media application permits read quickly small files as 

text files or data tables and large files such as high-resolution images and videos. Large files like videos 

and pictures of high resolution are adjusted in its streaming quality so that no ralentize the machine on 

which it runs. The minimum RAM, CPU and GPU for execution of application are similar to those of a 

laptop that is used to watch movies on Blu-ray format..

BACKGROUND AND METHODS

Each topic explained within the multimedia application follows a series of steps to be produced as 

interactive material, which are in most cases, as follows:
Ÿ

Ÿ 1. Choose the topic.

Ÿ 2. Summarize the topic chosen.

Ÿ 3. Select the most important.

Ÿ 4. Search the theories and / or hypotheses accepted from reliable sources to explain the chosen topic.

Ÿ 5. Develop an explanatory text that explains the topic in a concise way.

Ÿ 6. Develop critical data tables, if required.

Ÿ 7. Elaborate computer graphics and / or video to explain natural phenomena (physical and chemical) 

related on the topic chosen.

Ÿ 8. Review all material produced under the supervision of experts with in various disciplines: Geology, 

Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, as needed.

Ÿ 9. Correct as necessary after review.

Ÿ 10. Integrate the final material for display in the application.

PRODUCTION STEPS

The production of infographics are made by using software creation and manipulation of vector 

graphics, such as Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw and Inkscape. These programs generate SVG files to be 

viewed in the multimedia.

INFOGRAPHICS

The 3D computer graphics are modeled in CAD software like Blender, 3DSMax and Bryce and then 

rendered with plugins like Vray, Maxwell and Flamingo for a photorealistic finish. Terrain models are 

taken directly from DTM (Digital Terrain Models) data available of Solar System objects in various 

official sources as NASA, ESA, JAXA, USGS, Google Mars and Google Moon. The DTM can also be raised 

from topographic maps available online from the same sources, using  GIS tools like ArcScene, ArcMap 

and Global Mapper.

3D COMPUTER GRAPHICS

The 2D animated infrografías are created through Adobe Flash primarily, but also used the free tool and 

open source Synfig. 

The 3D animation is done in CAD tools previously mentioned, mainly in open source software Blender. 

Animations requiring fluids and particulates systems are rendered by software RealFlow, and then 

integrated into main animation. Subsequently, final animations are rendered in photorealistic 

rendering engines, mainly Vray.

ANIMATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The sources are mainly  Planetary Science  accredited publications of universities worldwide, available 

in the English language mainly. National University of Colombia has agreements with another 

universities and institutions that allow the non-free articles and journals can be read and downloaded 

free of charge to members of production team that belong to the institution.

SOURCES

At this time all the multimeda material that was generated is being adapted for display online, taking 

into consideration constraints of bandwidth and speed of streaming to prevent the content takes a long 

time in load. Also, is being integrated templates for blogs, forums and user profiles. The aim is that the 

website works both as a scientific educational material portal as well as a worldwide virtual community 

for Planetary Sciences. 

The website will be launched in late summer 2013 and will be hosted at following URL: 

 

www.cienciasplanetarias.org

THE NEXT STEP: WORLD WIDE WEB

Since the work was made mainly at National University of Colombia, it's  possible count on the 

contribution of faculties professors and researchers as geology, astronomy, physics, chemistry and 

biology that can help by reviewing of scientific quality of produced multimedia material and a proper 

basic conceptualization.

REVISION

The Planetary Science Multimedia intended as an interactive educative tool and an introduction to the 

general public to these scientific disciplines, and equally be a strong tool to spread knowledge has been 

acquired thus far. With the upcoming availability online, the web version of the multimedia is intended 

as a virtual meeting place for scientists, researchers, students and fans of Planetary Science.

Example of creating 3D Computer Graphics, a Cryovolcano model: a) A basic 3D model is created in a CAD program, in this case Bryce; b) The basic model is 

improved  in another CAD program like Blender; c) Texture, lighting effects and caustics are added to model. d) The complete model is rendered with 

photorealism and ready to be integrated into a infographic or to be animated.

Snapshot of ActionScript code of Mars Interactive Map inside the Planetary Science 

Snapshot  of Flash session of Planetary Sciene Multimedia 

Disclaimer: The software named in this poster is intended for educational purposes only.
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